
Answers to Questions 

1 Average height increases over time (this may not be uniform but an overall 

trend should be fairly clear after 8 ‘generations’. 

2 The exact numbers will be different each time but the pattern is repeatable 

and predictable. 

3 Animals which get less to eat may not grow so quickly and are often less fer-

tile. They may be slower or weaker, causing problems when escaping 

predators and competing for mates. 

4 In harsher years, fewer will survive to breed. In better years there will be 

fewer deaths. You could simulate this by rolling another dice to show how 

many survive each time. (e.g. 1 or 2 = bad year so only one survives, 3 to 8 

average year so two survive, 9 or 10 = good year so three survive) 

5 For other factors, each simulated individual would need a second measured 

characteristic. I can imagine an ‘Evolution Top Trumps’ with each individual 

having a score for height, speed, immune system etc. Students could      

consider how much each characteristic would vary, and what would be a 

‘useful’ value to have. 

6 Being tall is good for feeding but a problem for giraffes during reproduction. 

Modern giraffes have reached an equilibrium, as although it would still be 

an advantage to be taller to reach food, foals from taller mothers are more 

likely to die during delivery. Most characteristics have a limit where a cost (in 

terms of this kind of disadvantage, or the higher food needs etc) is no longer 

‘profitable’. 

Random Giraffes Teacher Sheet 

The idea behind this activity is to separate for the students the two processes in-

volved in evolution: 

1. Mutation/variation 

2. Selection 

 

Many students struggle with the random nature of mutation, and this ambiguity is 

often used by those seeking to challenge evolution as a scientific idea.  Students 

use dice (ideally ten-sided dice, you’ll need to modify this if you only have the 

regular kind) to show that there is random variation from an original point (in this 

case the height of offspring compared to that of the parent). They then select 

those which are least likely to breed. These are then eliminated from the simula-

tion, showing that selection is not at all random. 

 

Ideally the second page (instructions) will be laminated for repeated use, while     

students will be issued with a blank data sheet to fill in during the simulation. The 

final page could easily be turned into hints rather than spaces for answers. 

 

Recently some biologists have suggested that length of neck may be a response 

to sexual selection (long necks offering an advantage to males during ‘duelling’, 

like stag deer fighting with antlers). This is speculative and a feeding advantage is 

much easier to describe to students! 

 

If this is useful please let me know through my blog, Teaching Science. 

http://teachingofscience.wordpress.com


Random Giraffes 

We believe that giraffes 

evolved from a shorter 

ancestor, and they are 

clearly closely related to 

okapi, a variety of deer 

we still see today in some 

areas of Africa. Our 

model starts with a deer-

like ancestor 2 metres tall.  

You will use the ten-sided dice to simulate the random changes of height seen in 

the offspring.  One die will increase the height, the other decrease it. 
 

Collect dice and write which colour is positive, which negative on the data sheet. 
 

Sometimes they will cancel out and the offspring will be the same height as the 

parent. If they do not cancel, you will need to add or subtract the total score 

from the parent’s height to get a value in centimetres for the next generation. 
 

e.g. starting with a parent that is 2.00m tall, Bill rolls a positive 8 and a negative 3. 

The offspring has a height of 8 – 3 = 5 centimetres more than the parent: 2.05m. 
 

Produce two simulated offspring from each animal in Generation Zero. 
 

Like most animals, more offspring are produced than are likely to survive. We now 

imagine that there is only enough food for two individuals to survive. Taller animals 

find it easier to reach the leaves of plants, so we eliminate the two shortest. 
 

Cross out the boxes with the lowest heights. If two are of equal height then roll   

another die for each simulated individual: the one with the highest score survives. 
 

Obviously only individuals which survive can reproduce, so we now use the two 

survivors to give the initial height for the next generation. 
 

Repeat the process, drawing arrows to show links. In each generation select two 

survivors who then have two offspring each, simulating a stable population. 

1 What do you notice about the average height of the population over time? 

2 If you repeated this, would you get exactly the same results? Would the  

pattern of the results be similar? 

3 In reality, animals would not starve by being a few centimetres shorter, but 

they would be less likely to breed. Why is this? 

4 How might you change the simulation to allow for changing weather      

conditions (fertile years with lots of food, or droughts?) 

5 How might you account for other factors affecting the individuals, such as 

the presence of predators or the spread of disease? 

6 What might happen if two factors opposed each other? For example, what 

if being tall was both an advantage (getting food) and a disadvantage 

(more noticeable to predators)? 

This simulation will let us model the changing height of 

giraffes in a wild population. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Giraffe_standing.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Okapi2.jpg
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Random Giraffes Data Sheet 



1 What do you notice about the average height of the population over time? 

 

2 If you repeated this, would you get exactly the same results? Would the   

 pattern of the results be similar? 

 

 

3 In reality, animals would not starve by being a few centimetres shorter, but 

 they would be less likely to breed. Why is this? 

4 How might you change the simulation to allow for changing weather      

 conditions (fertile years with lots of food, or droughts?) 

5 How might you account for other factors affecting the individuals, such as 

 the presence of predators or the spread of disease? 

6 What might happen if two factors opposed each other? For example, what 

 if being tall was both an advantage (getting food) and a disadvantage 

 (more noticeable to predators)? 

Random Giraffes Answer Sheet 


